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Like family members at a gathering, related organizations in close
quarters often confront contrasting attitudes of affinity and
individuality. An inspired example is the new, 80-person, three-
floor, 46,000-square-foot office in New York designed by Ted 
Moudis Associates for a non-profit organization’s three entrepreneurial 
and philanthropic groups. Asked for a scheme preserving the trio’s 
individual personalities while affirming their ties, the design team 
developed a common architectural language that is modified by 
color, material and lighting. For example, each group occupies a 
traditional floor plan of perimeter private offices and open interior 

A: Reception   B: Library and meeting room   C: Open plan 
workstations   D: Interconnecting staircase and informal lounge
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environments, using glass and wood office fronts and low panel 
heights in open plan areas to introduce an accessible, contemporary 
mood. To differentiate the space, which also includes a boardroom, 
multi-purpose room, dining room, multiple libraries, guest toilets 
and interconnecting staircase, the design employs intense color 
and light on the 7th floor, a serene combination of warm neutrals 
and blue tones on the 8th floor, and saturated colors and rich 
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A: Detail of interconnecting stair   B: Dining room   
C: Elevator lobby and reception
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textures on the 9th floor, as well as variations in wood color and 
species for the furniture. Greatly pleased with the results, the 
client has retained Ted Moudis Associates to design a 6th floor 
expansion and prepare design studies for an on-site lecture hall.
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A: Boardroom   B: Trading room and conference room
C: Reception lobby   
Photography: Adrian Wilson
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A clean, simple, contemporary space neatly fulfills the Capstone 
Holdings Group request for its new, one-floor, 23,000-square-foot 
New York office, designed by Ted Moudis Associates. However, 
the privately-held parent company of Capstone Trading and Capstone 
Global Markets also recognized the need for a few dramatic elements 
to pique the interest of its 80-plus employees and clients alike. 
Thus, the resulting facility, interior private offices, conferencing 
suite and internal meeting rooms, trading area, library, café, coffee 
bar and lounge, provides finely detailed zones for focused work 

and collaboration that complement one another. In the trading 
room, for example, the need for a raised floor is countered by 
layered and angled ceiling planes that maximize height and daylight. 
Similarly, private offices line the interior core wall with five-foot 
high privacy panels between them to let daylight and views 
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A: Café   B: Private offices   C: Coffee bar

penetrate deep inside. Even the acoustical conditioning comes in 
the form of a custom logo designed felt wall covering which wraps 
the cove wall, contrasting with the overall white color scheme. 
Clients sense the dynamics of the environment the moment they 
arrive at the hotel-like lobby. Here a grand, concierge-type reception 
desk, library wall, lounge and coffee bar all but say to traders and 
clients, “Let’s meet!”
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Pre-war buildings, as hard-nosed New Yorkers will confess, often
command a premium for picturesque, well-preserved and generously 
proportioned architecture. When a New York-based philanthropy 
leased a one-floor-plus, 50,187-square-foot space in a pre-war 
building, it expected the high slab-to-slab height to inspire a unique 
office environment. Although the organization achieved its goal 
with a LEED Gold-certified design by Ted Moudis Associates, the 
floor plate and column spacing represented challenges for distributing 
daylight and routing the HVAC. Fortunately, space planning to 
compensate for awkward floor plates and columns, extensive 
coordination of partitions and ductwork with the MEP engineer 
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A: Reception, multi-purpose room and elevators   B: View 
of reception and lobby from elevators   C: Lobby detail
Photography: Adrian Wilson
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and lighting consultant, and imaginative interior design characterized 
by flowing spaces, distinctive materials and thoughtful detailing, 
have produced private offices, open plan workstations, multi-purpose 
room, collaborative spaces, café and satellite pantries, and an 
outdoor terrace that are exceptionally elegant and residential-
style yet efficient and sustainable. The client enjoys tranquil 
interiors of bluestone, cedar shingle, tree bark, reclaimed barn 
wood, Venetian plaster and artisan glass displaying a hand-blown 
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A: Café   B: Outdoor terrace   C: Conference room

finish without being aware of the exacting audio-visual and lighting 
coordination they required. As for the scenic views inside and 
outside of the 17th floor terrace, the design skillfully threads its 
way through the dense column spacing, doing what professional 
design is supposed to do.
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For Forest City Ratner Companies, a prominent New York real 
estate developer and wholly owned subsidiary of Cleveland-based 
Forest City Enterprises, it makes perfect sense to focus on its 
projects as a theme for its new, two-floor, 47,923-square-foot 
headquarters in Brooklyn, New York. In fact, images of the developer’s 
work readily complement the loft-like contemporary space, designed 
by Ted Moudis Associates, which celebrates the art of building by 
leaving interior components exposed as architectural elements 
and treating basic construction materials like high-end finishes. 

Forest City Ratner Companies | Brooklyn, New York
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A: Executive waiting area   B: View of reception from 
elevators   C: Reception and lobby 
Photography: Adrian Wilson
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This progressive attitude carries into the office configuration as 
well. Most private offices occupy the building interior to give open 
plan workstations direct access to daylight and outdoor views. 
A universal planning module and architectural and furniture 
products from a single manufacturer provide needed flexibility in 
a facility that includes a boardroom, employee café, and mother’s 
room. The project abounds in environmentally friendly materials 
and daylight. A neutral color palette of whites, grays and natural 
hues combines with photographs of such projects as 8 Spruce 
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A: Café showing service counter   B: View of café along 
perimeter walls   C: Open place workstations
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Street, a new, 76-story Manhattan tower designed by renowned 
architect Frank Gehry, to apply the finishing touches to a space 
FCR’s president praises for creating “a corporate identity we can 
be proud of.”
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